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Sarah Stone and Micaela Parker job share a program manager position for the eScience Institute at
the University of Washington (UW). This position is the first management job share at UW. Because
of this unique position and their shared experiences, they thought their journeys could be best
described with a joint career profile for Oceanography. The profile moves back and forth between
their paths, which have both similar and divergent features. Their discussion follows two themes that
were pivotal in structuring both of their careers: role models and family balance. The two scientists
hope their stories will inspire more women in science to push for administrative policy changes that
increase job flexibility and awareness of the challenges faced by women in caregiver roles.

Degree: When, where, what,
and what in?
Micaela — I received my bachelor of sci-

ence degree in biology in 1994, with a
minor in German, from the University
of Massachusetts, and then earned both
master’s (1999) and PhD (2004) degrees
in oceanography from the University
of Washington. Between UMass and
UW, I spent a graduate year in Cornell
University’s plant pathology program,
where I met a lot of great people but
found the field was not a good fit for
me. For personal and professional reasons, I took a year off and returned to
academia the following year to study my
new love—biological oceanography. The
year away from academia was important
as it gave me time to reflect on my career
path and to mature.
I was fortunate to have two women
professors as role models during my PhD
studies. The first was Rose Ann Cattolico,
who brought not only her scientific expertise to my PhD thesis committee but also
inspiration. She chose to be a single adoptive mom in academia decades ago. She
struggled against disapproving voices in
her department, but her fortitude and
tenacity allowed her to ultimately achieve
both professional success and personal
triumph. The second was my PhD thesis
advisor, Ginger Armbrust, whose positive
attitude and boundless energy are contagious and motivational. When it came

time for me to start my own family, she
was very supportive, allowing me to work
part-time for the important first year of
my daughter’s life.
Sarah — I received a bachelor’s degree in

biology at the University of California,
Santa Cruz, in 1995. As a senior, I took
Mary Silver’s biological oceanography
course, and I credit Mary, and her beautiful picture of a pteropod, with my decision
to become an oceanographer. She facilitated my landing a work-study position
at what was then the Bermuda Biological
Station for Research (now the Bermuda
Institute of Ocean Sciences), working for
Debbie Steinberg, another inspirational
scientist, on the Bermuda Atlantic Timeseries Study. My PhD advisor and wonderful mentor was another of the “snow
sisters,” Alice Alldredge at University of
California, Santa Barbara, where I completed my degree in the Interdepartmental
Graduate Program in Marine Science in
2004. My dissertation characterized the
disaggregation of marine snow particles
by swimming euphausiids.
Did you stay in academia at all,
and if so, for how long?
Micaela — Yes, I’m still in academia. I

was five months pregnant with my son
when I defended my PhD and was faced
with the prospect of searching for a job
with a newborn at home. Serendipitously,
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in my final PhD year, my thesis advisor,
Ginger Armbrust, became co-principal
investigator on a grant to build the Pacific
Northwest Human Health and Ocean
Studies Center (http://depts.washington.
edu/pnwh2o), funded by the National
Science Foundation and National
Institute for Environmental Health
Sciences. She hired me to be a research
scientist and coordinator of this new center. The job was amazing—exciting and
dynamic research into the genomics of
marine phytoplankton, with a particular
focus on harmful algal blooms, and the
opportunity to collaborate with an international group of scientists. I worked in
that position for nearly 10 years before
moving to my current position.
Sarah — Following completion of my
PhD, I started a postdoc in Debbie
Steinberg’s lab at the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science. I helped to lead the zooplankton component of the large, interdisciplinary Eddy Dynamics, Mixing,
Export and Species Composition
(EDDIES) project in the Sargasso Sea.
A year into the postdoc, I was offered
a tenure-track position at Humboldt
State University (HSU), which I started
in January 2006. The Department of
Oceanography at HSU was a tight knit,
supportive group of four faculty, one covering each of the primary disciplines in
oceanography. The HSU undergraduate

oceanography major draws great students from across the country, and it was
a pleasure to teach and do research in this
environment. A suite of factors too broad
to detail here contributed to my decision
to leave HSU after 4.5 years. Prominently,
the financial climate made this a challenging location for my PhD husband to
find compelling work in his field and for
us to raise a family. Also, after having my
second son, I wanted to have more time
at home. So, I left my position, knowing
that this step would reduce the likelihood
of attaining a tenure track position again,
but I felt completely clear and confident
in this decision.

jointly applied and proposed a job share.
Our application materials included a
detailed proposal for division of responsibilities and workload coordination
(e.g., shared email address). We cited
some of the known benefits to employers of shared positions based on relevant
studies: better coverage during sick and
vacation times, two sets of skills and perspectives in one position, targeted and
efficient work hours leading to increased
productivity, and twice the people power
during crunch times.

What is your current job? What path
did you take to get there?

Oceanography is inherently a data-
intensive, interdisciplinary science.
For our PhDs, we both bridged other
fields outside traditional oceanography:
Sarah worked in microfluidics and particle aggregation dynamics, and Micaela
worked in genomics and transcriptomics, borrowing wet lab and analysis
tools from medicine. These experiences
have been invaluable for our interactions
with data scientists in our current position. Our backgrounds allow us to understand and communicate effectively
with our staff and affiliates, and provide
appropriate support.
Since we both spent extensive time in
academia, we understand the incredible
demands on faculty and that time devoted
to eScience is often above and beyond
an already full departmental workload.
Our backgrounds gave us experience
and familiarity with university structure,
hierarchy, and bureaucracy.

We met in Antarctica in 2001 while we
were both in graduate school and participating in an intensive five-week
National Science Foundation Antarctic
biology course. We reconnected nearly
12 years later, following Sarah’s relocation
to the Seattle area. Micaela had previous connections to the eScience Institute
through her work at UW. In 2014, she
was approached by eScience Associate
Director Bill Howe to apply for the program manager position.
We currently job share the program manager position at the eScience
Institute. The eScience Institute’s mission
is to engage researchers across disciplines
in developing and applying advanced
computational methods and tools to real
world problems in data-driven science
and research. The eScience staff and affiliate faculty consist of individuals with
diverse backgrounds in domain sciences
such as astronomy, oceanography, neurobiology, and sociology, but with expertise
in advanced statistical and computational
techniques such as database management, visualization, machine learning,
and querying large complex data sets.
This
interdisciplinary
mission
attracted us to the program manager position. Seeking better work-life balance, we

What did your oceanographic
education (or academic career) give
you that is useful in your current job?

Is the job satisfying? What aspects of
the job do you like best/least?

We enjoy helping scientists create and utilize tools that enable novel research questions and empower others. The eScience
Institute is an exciting, cross-disciplinary
environment that allows us to work with
scientists doing cutting-edge research.
Last year, our pilot Data Science for Social
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Good Program afforded us the opportunity to provide data science training
to students while tackling projects with
societal impact.
Initially, we each worked 50% of a fulltime equivalent (FTE), but because of the
workload, we moved to 65% each about a
year ago. Even at this rate, we sometimes
find ourselves being regarded as two full
FTEs by affiliates in other departments
or at other organizations, so that balancing the demands of a dynamic, fast-paced
work environment with our part-time
schedules can be challenging.
Do you have any recommendations
for new grads looking for jobs?

A lot of great women have created opportunities and awareness in academia
around the challenges of work-life balance for caregivers. As you think about
your future career, consider the balance
that is most satisfying to you, and don’t
be afraid to ask for flexibility in your work
schedule. If you work hard, you will be
respected and your request treated with
respect and consideration.
Every decision involves sacrifices and
benefits. Be aware of what you are gaining and what you are giving up. Try not
to turn your back on opportunities to
explore outside of your comfort zone. But
most importantly, learn to be comfortable
with not being amazing at everything you
do. Not everyone needs to be a rock star.
Happiness is all about recognizing what
works for you.
We would like to thank our directors,
Ed Lazowska and Bill Howe, for taking a chance on us and our job share proposal; the staff in the UW Computer Science
and
Engineering
department,
particularly Chris Cunnington, for untangling the
red tape involved in our position and for
their continued support; and Chris Mentzel
and Josh Greenberg, our sponsors at the
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation and the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, for their continued
support of caregivers in science.

